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Abstract

The science community is interested in improving their ability to respond to rapidly evolving, transient phenomena via autonomous rapid reconfiguration, which derives from the ability to assemble separate but collaborating sensors and data forecasting systems to meet a broad range of research and application needs. Current satellite systems typically require human intervention to respond to triggers from dissimilar sensor systems. Additionally, satellite ground services often need to be coordinated days or weeks in advance. Finally, the boundaries between the various sensor systems that make up such a Sensor Web are defined by such things as link delay and connectivity, data and error rate asymmetry, data reliability, quality of service provisions, and trust, complicating autonomous operations. Over the past 10 years, researchers from the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC), General Dynamics, Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL), Cisco, Universal Space Networks (USN), the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the Naval Research Laboratory, the DoD Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) Office, and others have worked collaboratively to develop a “virtual” mission operations capability. Called “VMOC” (Virtual Mission Operations Center), this new capability allows cross-system queuing of dissimilar mission unique systems through the use of a common security scheme and published application programming interfaces (APIs). Collaborative VMOC demonstrations over the last several years have supported the standardization of spacecraft to ground interfaces needed to reduce costs, maximize space effects to the user, and allow the generation of new tactics, techniques and procedures that lead to responsive space employment.

Towards Operationally Responsive Space: An Emerging Architecture

Development of an operationally responsive space architecture is a technically difficult task. With notably few exceptions, space platform architectures are paired with mission specific ground infrastructures designed to optimize the interface. While these stovepipes are efficient within themselves, they don’t allow for a common user access, prioritization, multi-mission management, or cross platform connectivity. Improvements are needed across the ground infrastructure to derive the capability and status of mission asset (such as constellation health), current tasking levels, ground station availability, and impacts due to operations. Without detailed knowledge of the platforms state and capabilities, rapid theater level tasking would need to be limited to reduce risk to the platform. Responsive space operations need robust tools that can track current conditions, receive real-time requests from the field, predict future mission capabilities, correct for limitations, and automate information flow. This is particularly relevant when dealing with dynamically taskable assets operating in dissimilar environments (on the ground, at sea, in the air, near space, and in space. Collaborative operations across multiple sensor systems will provide timely access to effects that have never been available through the current stovepipe architectures and will lead to more and better science for the community. The Virtual Mission Operations Center is one tool that is being developed to support dynamically taskable assets that are the key to the success of responsive space operations.
VMOC Background

The Virtual Mission Operations Center (VMOC) system is a software-based platform to incubate, mature, and transition new and relevant technologies and concepts of operations via continuous operational experimentation. It was originally sponsored by the NASA Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO) and is now sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) to explore and document the capabilities related to Operationally Responsive Space (ORS), multi-sensor networks, and user collaboration. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) has been designated program manager for the current initiative. The VMOC system has already participated in several demonstrations, experiments, and exercises that have helped to shape and mature the technology.

The original VMOC concept began in 2000 and by 2004 had four teams focusing on individual aspects of responsive space. The NASA team addressed Internet Protocol (IP) based command and control, the AF Space Battle Lab team focused on prioritized multi-mission operations, the Army Space Battle Lab team addressed theater-level platform access, and the NRL team addressed broad user access, collaboration, and operational experimentation.

In FY2008 the teams merged under the NRL to focus on integration of all the elements into a system of systems addressing the tasking portion of Responsive Space Tasking, Collection, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TCPED).

In FY2010 the VMOC begins operations supporting two missions: the TacSat-4 communications relay and the ORS-1 Electro-Optical (EO) and InfraRed (IR) sensor platform. In both cases, user requests are entered via a web-based interface, vetted by known prioritization schemes, and provided status on their task through all steps of the process from schedule to upload, tasking, downlink, and processing.

VMOC System

Responsive space requires all system segments to work together effectively to support operational users. The intent is to begin standardizing the spacecraft to ground interfaces needed to reduce costs, maximize space effects to the user, and allow the generation of tactics techniques and procedures (TTPs) that lead to responsive space employment. The VMOC system is comprised of three large components designated as tactical, mission, and apportionment and is represented in Figure 1. Each component provides specific capabilities and is tailored to a specific user base. The tactical component is designed to support multi-sensor access and collaboration among a diverse user community. The mission component provides support for platform management, sensor access, data storage, processing, and sharing while the apportionment component provides automated support, with man on the loop for user prioritization of ORS assets.

![Figure 1.—VMOC system of systems.](image)

Specifics of each component are as follows:

**Tactical VMOC: Enable the Users**

The new operationally responsive system architecture must encompass a robust community of networked sensors and users. This tiering of a wide variety of sensors and people will result in synergies that do not emerge in small user communities or monolithic systems. In addition, this architecture will spur the development and maturity of more complex operations concepts that will accentuate and prioritize the strengths and uniqueness of the collaborative systems and their diverse user base. Therefore, a system is needed that can lower the barriers of entry for access to space-based capabilities and explore, develop, and mature new methods of employment within a multi-sensor framework. The tactical component of VMOC was developed to meet that need.

The tactical server allows non-space savvy users the ability to:

- Task, track, and receive data from multiple ORS sources
- Manage user accounts and assign privileges
- Subscribe to data feeds from air, surface, human, and space sources including ORS assets
- Use collaboration tools, establish workgroups, and work in virtual teams and
- Interface with the apportionment and mission VMOC elements.

**Mission VMOC: Manage the Sensors**

Scalability, reduction of non-recurring costs, and responsive access to dedicated capabilities are the main principles that will allow for successful execution of the new initiative. The adherence to these principles is never more critical than in the operation of combined system assets. Specifically, the addition of new satellites into the community of sensors and users must not come at an unreasonable cost in time, money, or manpower. These new satellites must cleanly integrate within
an architecture that exposes capabilities to a rich set of systems and users. To do this, the system must embrace the tenets of a service oriented architecture, automation, standard processing, and standard interfaces. Therefore, a system is needed that permits this addition and exposure of capabilities without negatively impacting the architecture or the user base. The mission component was designed to meet that need.

The mission server provides services for tasking sensors, ingesting data feeds from third party providers, data processing and archiving, and data sharing. In this architecture there can be more than one Mission VMOC allowing for the tasking, data collection, and processing of multiple assets via web services. The services it provides includes but it not limited to:

- Multi mission planning
- Interface to multiple command generation systems
- Data ingestion and archiving
- Data processing and data feed generation as well as
- Interface with tactical users and space controllers

Apportionment VMOC: Establish the Rules

Currently, operations of space assets are the responsibility of the individual system owners. The current process, while highly effective for controlling and managing individual space systems, needs to be reconsidered in an operationally responsive construct, which aims to reduce the requirements-tasking-effects cycle from 24 hours to hours or even minutes. With that in mind, the Apportionment VMOC provides the tools needed to automate the prioritization and allocation process of dynamically taskable assets. The VMOC Apportionment services allow collaborative science mission teams to dynamically apportion and prioritize collected assets. The services it provides include:

- Interfaces with data users to request asset apportionment
- Establishes standing apportionment requests
- Accounts for maintenance outages
- Supports apportionment of multiple ORS assets for effects based operations and

VMOC Strategic Roadmap

The VMOC strategic roadmap prioritized the efforts needed to achieve ORS initial operational capability by 2010. The strategic direction of the VMOC over the past two years was categorized by integration, operational experimentation, and advocacy, leading to a transition to operations with the launch of two diverse missions.

Integration

The last four years have seen several complimentary VMOC architectures with each focusing on a specific aspect of net-centric operations. In FY08 the VMOC integration team began the integration of the three primary VMOC components: tactical, apportionment, and mission with a goal to mature the components to TRL 7. The integration encompassed a multi-year development effort with a near term focus on capabilities that resonated with the mission community.

Operational Experimentation

At the heart of VMOC development was a strategy to execute an operational experimentation plan that includes VMOC training, limited objective experiments, and at least one large-scale exercise. This approach exposed select technologies in a relevant environment that served to educate and involve the community at large in the maturity of the VMOC initiative. The data collected from these venues was used to mature the concept of operations and net centric technologies needed in the responsive space environment. The successful system of systems demonstration in 2008 lead to the ORS Office selecting the VMOC as the planning, tasking, scheduling, and sensor visualization tool for its 2015 Ground System Enterprise.

Autonomous Satellite Operations Experiment

The VMOC represents a completely new approach to integrated mission operations. By utilizing open standards and published APIs, VMOC allows mission unique systems to readily adapt and perform cross-platform queuing. VMOC also allows the use of a single network security solution and includes tools for things like the calculation and visualization of satellite orbital mechanics. Mission rules, codified within VMOC, prevent inadvertent or inappropriate operations (such as slewing a sensor across the sun) and provide prioritization at the user and command levels. VMOC can also provide standard telemetry displays (virtual strip charts, gas gauges, etc…) and annunciation. During a 2008 to 2009 GRC experiment, Earthquake sensors provided by the USGS were used to trigger VMOC negotiations with flight systems provided by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) and ground systems provided by Universal Space Networks (in Alaska, Hawaii, and Australia). Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) protocols, codified by GRC and SSTL, were also integrated into all systems.

Existing world-wide, ground-based earthquake sensor systems, fed to a threshold monitoring system, were used to trigger VMOC to begin the process of selecting appropriate satellite sensor systems (based on sensor type and orbital mechanics). Once the sensors were selected, VMOC autonomously negotiated machine-to-machine with their ground operations systems to determine sensor availability and resource limitations (satellite power, etc…). With satellite system negotiations successfully completed, VMOC then began the process of determining which commercial ground stations would be appropriate for up linking commands, and, later, down linking resulting data. Once selections were completed, VMOC then autonomously negotiated machine-to-machine with ground service provider systems to obtain the
services necessary, and to configure their antennas and equipment to track and communicate with the spacecraft sensor systems. Finally, to minimize the impact of link delays and disruptions (common with satellite systems in low Earth orbit), new, “delay tolerant network” (DTN) protocols were utilized. These protocols autonomously compensated for rate mismatches between the high rate space-to-ground links and the lower rate ground connections as well as intermittent losses between system nodes.

**Experiment Conclusions**

Using triggers from the earthquake sensors (intentionally set at modest threshold values), satellite sensor collects and ground system operations were autonomously negotiated and implemented. All of the systems worked as predicted. In addition, the DTN protocols allowed both proactive and reactive fragmentation of large data files (hyperspectral images) as well as reliable, sequential data drops over multiple ground stations.

**VMOC Way Forward**

The VMOC’s path to space operations has followed a multi-year process that initiated from a need to make space capabilities more accessible to users and to dynamically manage space systems consistent with increasingly dynamic operations. There have been many lessons learned in developing a transformational space sensor tasking system that taxed current concepts of operations, external interfaces, and deployment strategies. With the technical hurdles being worked, the team also had to deal with new training and accreditation processes. VMOC is a core element of the ORS Ground System Enterprise and will provide a scalable, dynamic, and flexible set of services to support and further the ORS vision. With the launch of the ORS-1 and TacSat-4 in November and December 2010, the VMOC will provide the only mechanism to task the missions. For TacSat-4, the VMOC is deployed at the Naval Research Lab and the NRL’s Blossom Point Satellite Operations Center (SOC) facility. For ORS-1 the VMOC is being deployed at SOC 11 at Schriever Air Force Base. The apportionment operations are at the STRATCOM’s Global Network Operations, and Joint Functional Component Command for Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (JFCC ISR)/Space chains respectively.
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